Abstract. The period since the first GEOP conference in 1972 has seen marked changes in global tidal modelling, with many new models produced in the past two years. Two trends have been evident. The first centers on the incorporation of terms for ocean loading and gravitational self attraction into Laplace's Tidal Equations (LTE). The second centers on a better understanding of the problem of near resonant modelling and the need for realistic maps of tidal elevation for use by geodesists and geophysicists. These trends are described. Although new models still show significant differences, especially in the South Atlantic, there are significant similarities in many of the world's oceans. This allows suggestions to be made for future locations for bottom pressure gauge measurements. Where available, estimates of M2 tidal dissipation from the new models are significantly lower than estimates from previous models. The new estimates are consistent with recent estimates of the rate of deceleration of the lunar longitude.

Introduction

Over the past seven years since the first GEOP conference in 1972 there have been two marked trends in tidal modelling. The first centers on the incorporation of the terms for ocean loading and gravitational self attraction into Laplace's Tidal Equations (LTE). The second centers on a better understanding of the problem involved with near resonant modelling and the need for realistic maps of tidal elevation for use by geophysicists and geodesists. It is the purpose of this article to describe these two trends, and to look at what improvements are likely in the future.

Because of the scope of the article, and since many researchers have calculated models only for M2, only M2 models after 1972 will be presented. Calculations for other constituents will be mentioned in passing. For a good summary of modelling prior to 1977 and a detailed discussion of modelling techniques see Hendershott [1977]. Another excellent summary can be found in Cartwright [1977].

Ocean Loading and Self Gravitation

The terms for ocean loading and self attraction were incorporated into LTE by Hendershott [1972]. The effect that these terms have on LTE may be summarized as follows. LTE may be written after Hendershott [1977] as a single elliptic elevation equation in negative mercator coordinates as

\[ L = QUV^2 + \frac{(QH)}{\phi} - \left(\frac{1}{a}\right)(\frac{QH}{\phi}a) \theta + \left(\frac{1}{a}\right)(\frac{QH}{\phi}a) \theta \phi \]

\[ \frac{\partial F}{\partial \phi} = \frac{1}{\rho D}\left(\frac{QH}{\phi}a\right) \frac{QH}{\phi}a - \left(\frac{1}{a}\right)(\frac{QH}{\phi}a) \theta + \left(\frac{1}{a}\right)(\frac{QH}{\phi}a) \theta \phi \]

where \( \tau, \phi \) are the mercator latitude and longitude, \( \xi \) is the observed ocean tide, \( F, F' \) are the meridional and zonal components of dissipative stress, \( \sigma \) is the tidal forcing frequency, \( \Omega \) is the earth's angular rate of rotation, \( \Gamma \) is the total tide generating potential, \( \delta \) is the geocentric solid earth tide, \( D \) is the local depth of the ocean, and \( a \) is the radius of the earth. The exact form of dissipative stress for each model will depend on the choice of \( F \) and \( F' \).

For a rigid earth, \( \Gamma = U \) (the astronomical potential) and \( \delta = 0 \), i.e.

\[ \frac{F}{g} - \delta = U/g \] (5)

In the presence of solid earth deformation and tidal loading \( F/g - \delta \) may be expressed as follows. In the usual Love number notation (Munk and MacDonald, 1960, p. 24, 29, 30), the \( n \)th spherical harmonic component of the potential is

\[ \Gamma_n = (1+k')U_n + (1+k')g \zeta_n \] (6)

while the \( n \)th spherical harmonic component of the solid earth tide is

\[ \delta_n = h_n U_n/g + h_n \zeta_n \] (7)

Here the \( n \)th spherical harmonic of the observed ocean tide is

\[ \xi_n = \sum_{m,n} \langle n,m \rangle \langle \sin \theta \rangle \] (8)

where \( \langle n,m \rangle \) is the spherical harmonic normalized after Backus [1958], i.e. \[ \| \langle n,m \rangle \| = 1 \], \( \xi \) is the \( n \)th spherical harmonic component of the astronomical potential (in practice only \( U \), need be considered), \( \theta \) is the latitude, and

\[ C_n = \int \int \xi_{n,m} \langle \phi', \theta' \rangle \langle \sin \theta' \rangle \cos \phi' \sin \theta' \cos \phi' \sin \theta' \] (9)

Thus if one defines

\[ C_n = \int \int \xi_{n,m} \langle \phi', \theta' \rangle \langle \sin \theta' \rangle \cos \phi' \sin \theta' \cos \phi' \sin \theta' \] (10)

then

\[ \Gamma/g - \delta = C_n \] (11)
Fig. 1. The M2 gravitational potential divided by g seen by an observer fixed to the surface of the earth in the absence of ocean tidal effects, i.e. \((1+k_2-h_2)U_2\). (amplitudes in cm, phases in degrees)

or by placing the summation inside the integral,

\[
\frac{\Gamma}{g} - \delta = C + \int \int \bar{C}(\phi', \theta'; \phi, \theta) \cos \theta' d\phi' d\theta' \quad (12)
\]

where \(C(\phi', \theta'; \phi, \theta)\) is a Green's function evaluated by Farrell [1972]. In negative mercator coordinates

\[
\frac{\Gamma}{g} - \delta = C + \int \int \bar{C}(\phi', \theta'; \phi, \theta) \text{sech}^2 \theta' d\phi' d\theta' \quad (13)
\]

The presence of this global integral makes solution difficult. Hendershott [1972] proposed the iterative sequence

\[
\bar{L}(\zeta_0^n) + \varepsilon^2 \text{sech}^2 \tau_0^n = \bar{L}(\bar{F}) + \bar{F} \quad (14)
\]

and found it divergent for M2 in the absence of interior dissipation, i.e. \(\bar{F} = 0\). Gordeev et al [1977] showed that this procedure will converge in the presence of interior dissipation. Their calculations based on the Longman [1963] Green's function are consistent with the importance of these terms. Parke [1978a] showed dramatically that the loading and self gravitation terms are important for M2 by comparing the surface potential seen by an observer fixed to the surface of the earth with and without ocean effects, i.e.

\[
\frac{\Gamma}{g} = (1+k_2-h_2)U_2/g \quad (16)
\]

\[
\frac{\Gamma}{g} = (1+k_2-h_2)U_2/g + \bar{F}(1+k'-h')\alpha n \quad (17)
\]

where the ocean terms were calculated based on the Parke-Hendershott model discussed in the next section. These charts are shown in figures 1 and 2. Note the considerable distortion in the North Atlantic caused by the ocean effects. Historically researchers have had trouble with local models of the North Atlantic using the equilibrium potential. Perhaps this is the reason why.

Over the past several years the importance of the terms for ocean loading and self attraction has gradually become accepted, with models sans ocean loading effects being published as late as 1977. Starting in 1972, the first iteration of Hendershott is a model sans loading effects and is presented in figure 3. The calculation is based on a six degree Mercator grid with specified elevation boundary conditions and implicit dissipation, i.e. \(\bar{F} = 0\). Energy is allowed to freely flow through the boundaries to be dissipated in the shallow seas and shelves.

Zahel [1973] calculated a model for K1 using a four degree spherical mesh graded toward the
Fig. 2. The M2 gravitational potential divided by g seen by an observer fixed to the surface of the earth when the effects of ocean loading and gravitational self attraction from the Parke-Hendershott [1978] tidal model are added, i.e. \((1+k_2-h_2)U + \sum (1+k'_n-h'_n)\alpha_n \zeta_n\) (amplitudes in cm, phases in degrees)

poles, reflecting boundary conditions, and dissipation of the form

\[
F/D = -r(u^2+v^2)^{1/2}/D + A \nu^2 u
\]

where \(r\) is a bottom drag coefficient and \(A\) a lateral eddy viscosity with \(r = 0.003\) and \(A = 10^{-7}\) cm\(^2\)/sec. Zahel presented a similar calculation for M2 on a one degree mesh at the IUGG meeting in Grenoble in 1975, and subsequently published [Zahel, 1977]. Figure 4 is a copy of the cotidal chart presented in 1975. Zahel has recently completed a model including loading effects (Trevor Baker, personal communication).

Estes [1977] repeated Zahel's procedure for M2 using a two degree mesh and allowing for deformation of the solid earth by the astronomical forcing. Resulting amplitudes were smaller as would be expected. This calculation was extended to S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, and P1. The M2 model was used as a starting point for the iterative procedure of Hendershott described above. Convergence was found after 16 iterations. This model is shown in figure 5.

Parke [1978b] solved the modified LTE on a six degree Mercator mesh using specified elevation boundary conditions and no interior dissipation. This was done by using a set of test functions similar to the iterates of Hendershott as a basis set for a least squares fit to the complete equations. The test functions were generated by the same method as the iterates, except that periodically the best least squares fit was subtracted from the equations and an iterative sequence started on the residuals. This was done to aid numerical stability. Solutions for M2 and S2 were found to be unrealistically resonant, while for K1 the iterative procedure of Hendershott was found to be convergent and the solution showed every sign of being far from resonance.

Accad and Pekeris [1978] calculated models for M2 and S2 using a two degree mercator mesh with implicit dissipation determined at the coasts by a modified Proudman boundary condition. Instead of treating the edge of the coastal shelves as a step function, they treat it as a linear ramp. For a step function, the assumption that the energy contained in the upper layer (of depth \(h'\)) is dissipated rather than reflected leads to the usual Proudman condition

\[
u_n = \frac{(gh')^{1/2} \zeta_0}{\nu_n} = \frac{(gh)^{1/2} (1-R)/(1+R) \zeta_0}{\nu_n}
\]

where \(h\) is the depth offshore from the shelf and \(u_n\) is the normal velocity. When the edge of the shelf is considered as a ramp, this condition becomes

\[
u_n = \frac{(gh)^{1/2} (1-R)/(1+R) \zeta_0}{\nu_n}
\]

where \(R\) is a complex reflection coefficient depending on \(S\) (the width of the ramp), \(h\), and \(h'\). Accad and Pekeris used the values \(S = 100\) km and \(h' = 10\) m, while \(h\) was taken to be the observed
value of the ocean depth closest to the grid point on the coast. Ocean loading terms were approximated by

\[ \sum_{n} (1+k'_n-h'_n) \alpha \zeta = 0.085 \zeta_0 = \sum_{n} 0.085 \zeta_{on} \quad (21) \]

or

\[ (1+k'_n-h'_n) \alpha = 0.085 \quad (22) \]

for all \( n \). The M2 results are given in figure 6.
Fig. 5. The Estes [1977] M2 tidal model with the effects of ocean loading and self attraction included. (amplitudes in decimeters, phases in lunar half hours)

Fig. 6. The Accad and Pekeris [1978] M2 tidal model. (ampl. in cm, phases in lunar hours)

Near Resonant Modelling

Over the past few years there has been increasing geophysical interest in finding a realistic representation of the open ocean tide. Historical models of the semi-diurnal tides (primarily M2) show significant differences, especially in the Pacific and South Atlantic. Considering the closeness to resonance of the problem, though, the level of agreement is actually quite remarkable.

The fact that there are significant differences, however, means that to produce realistic maps of the ocean tidal elevation the problem of resonance must be handled. This problem arises because small errors in how one's model represents the real ocean basins cause small errors in the frequencies at which the model basin resonates. Near resonance this causes a significant error in the assigned amplitudes for these modes.

As an example of a near resonant one mode sys-
tern, figure 7 shows the model response of the Gulf of California at two different mean depths after Stock [1976]. Far from resonance, e.g. O1 and K1, the difference between the responses is small. Near resonance, however, e.g. for M2, S2, and N2, the difference is quite significant. In a one mode system such as the Gulf of California, this effect can be adjusted with a single parameter such as the mean depth. The global tide, however, appears to be more complex. Four possible approaches are:

1. If one knew the near resonant global normal modes, one could adjust one's model accordingly.

2. One can adjust model parameters. Schwiderski [1978] follows this approach with a one degree graded spherical mesh with linear eddy dissipation with eddy viscosity A given by

\[ A = aH(\lambda, \phi)L/2(1+\mu\cos(\phi)) \]  

(23)

and a linear bottom friction term with coefficient

\[ B = bL^2\mu\cos(\phi) \]  

(24)

where a and b are trial and error parameters, L is the equatorial mesh size, \( \mu \) is the mesh grading parameter, and H(\( \lambda, \phi \)) is the local depth of the ocean. Note that A is directly proportional to H, and that B has no depth dependence. The linear bottom friction term is adjusted within set limits at each boundary point and island station to force as close an agreement between the observed and calculated tides as these locations. Loading terms are approximated after Pekeris by

\[ \sum_{n=0}^{1} (1+k^2)\alpha_n \rho_n a_n \]  

(25)

where the factor 0.1 is attributed to Pekeris. A cotidal chart copied from a plot provided by Ron Estes is shown in figure 8. One consequence of forcing agreement at island stations is the creation of small scale local distortions. See for example the Southwest Pacific.

3. Parke and Hendershott [1978] took the set of test functions used by Parke [1978b] to solve the modified LTE in the absence of interior dissipation and fit them in the least squares sense to interior (island) data. This was done for M2, S2, and K1 and represents a first order correction to the problem. The result is a model on a six degree Mercator mesh with specified elevation boundary conditions and dissipation only in shallow seas and on shelves. Encouraging is the fact that the M2 calculation was shown to be stable over a ±5% variation in the mean depth. All three representations conserve mass. A cotidal chart for M2 is given in figure 9.

4. Estes (personal communication) proposes combining models of the tide with other data such as altimetry and gravity measurements, with the model value at each point considered simply as another datum.

It is interesting and provocative that the Schwiderski and Parke-Hendershott models show many qualitative and quantitative similarities throughout much of the world's oceans. Starting with the Pacific, both show a convergence of phases between Japan and New Guinea, amphidromes off California, Latin America, Chile, and in the Central Pacific. West of the California amphidrome Schwiderski shows small amplitudes and a convergence of phases, while Parke-Hendershott shows a double amphidrome. It should be noted that the absolute difference between these two cases is small. The amphidrome that Parke-Hendershott shows southeast of New Zealand has moved much farther to the east and south in the Schwiderski model. Both show two anti-amphidromes in the Pacific; Parke-Hendershott at approximately 4°N 174°E and 2°S 126°W while Schwiderski places them at approximately 6°S 176°E and 4°S 129°W. The dominant feature of the Indian Ocean for all models is a central anti-amphidrome. Parke-Hendershott place this at approximately 18°S 78°E while Schwiderski places it at approximately 20°S 78°E. In the South Atlantic Parke-Hendershott show a region of low amplitudes extending eastward from South America while Schwiderski shows a double amphidrome. Both show an anti-amphidrome next to the tip of Africa with Parke-Hendershott placing it at approximately 32°S 5°E and Schwiderski at 30°S 10°E.

Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the global tide models calculated since 1972. Recent estimates of model dissipation by Parke-Hendershott [1978] of 2.22 x 10^{13} ergs/sec and by Accad and Pekeris of 2.55 x
Fig. 8. The Schwiderski [1978] M2 tidal model. Many shallow seas and shelves such as the Patagonian shelf show spatial structure much too fine to be resolved at these scales and so these regions have been left blank. (amplitudes in cm, Phases in degrees)

Fig. 9. The Parke-Hendershot [1978] M2 tidal model. (amplitudes in cm, phases in degrees)

$10^{19}$ ergs/sec are significantly lower than previous model estimates. Recent astronomical estimates include Muller [1977] with $3.3 \pm 0.2 \times 10^{19}$ ergs/sec and Goad and Douglas [1978] with $3.3 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{19}$ ergs/sec. It should be noted that the astronomical estimates are for all lunar dissipations not just M2. Estimates of the non-M2 ocean contribution to lunar dissipation vary from $0.3 - 1.0 \times 10^{19}$ ergs/sec. This leaves a range for the M2 ocean tidal dissipation based on the Muller estimate of $2.1 - 3.2 \times 10^{19}$ ergs/sec. Miller [1966] estimates empirically a M2 dissipation in the shallow seas and shelves of $0.9 - 2.5 \times 10^{19}$ ergs/sec. Combining these two esti-
where measurements should be taken. Thus the are not shown here, similar recommendations can be made as to models, a strong recommendation can be made as to

South Atlantic between South America and Africa, and number of anti-amphidromes in the above M2 locations of large amplitude and spacial stability. All four models show two anti-amphidromes in the North Atlantic, in the South Pacific and one in the Indian Ocean, although Estes' anti-amphidrome in the eastern Pacific is much further south than that for the other three. Estes also shows an anti-amphidrome just west of the tip of Africa similar to that of Parke-Hendershott and Schwiderski. All four show amphidromes in the North Atlantic, in the South Atlantic near Antarctica, off the coast of California, and in the central Pacific.

Anti-amphidromes represent ideal places for bottom pressure guage measurements, since they are locations of large amplitude and spacial stability. Because of the strong similarities in the location and number of anti-amphidromes in the above M2 models, a strong recommendation can be made as to where measurements should be taken. Thus the following list of locations is recommended: near 1°S 175°E, near 3°S 128°W, near 19°S 78°E, and near 31°S 8°E. Also since there are relatively large variations from model to model in the global tide. In special regions where there are high tidal amplitudes and short length scales, so that the spacial structure of the tide can be separated from orbit errors, existing satellite data can quite possibly be utilized.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Constituent(s)</th>
<th>Mesh</th>
<th>Boundary Conditions</th>
<th>Form of Dissipation</th>
<th>Dissipation (x 10^9 erg s^-1)</th>
<th>Loading Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hendershott</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>6°</td>
<td>mercator</td>
<td>implicit, in shallow seas and shelves only</td>
<td>3.08 yielding to astronomical force only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1972]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahel</td>
<td>K1</td>
<td>4°</td>
<td>spherical</td>
<td>reflecting</td>
<td>- none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1973]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahel</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>1°</td>
<td>spherical</td>
<td>reflecting</td>
<td>1.77 none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1973]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estes</td>
<td>M2,S2,N2,K2,</td>
<td>2°</td>
<td>spherical</td>
<td>reflecting</td>
<td>- yielding to astronomical force only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1977]</td>
<td>K1,O1,F1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estes</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>3°</td>
<td>spherical</td>
<td>reflecting</td>
<td>complete potential using Green's function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1977]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwiderski</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>1°</td>
<td>spherical</td>
<td>reflecting</td>
<td>estimate loading terms with 0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1978]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parke-Hendershott</td>
<td>M2,S2,K1</td>
<td>6°</td>
<td>mercator</td>
<td>specified</td>
<td>M2 = 2.22 complete potential using Green's function</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1978]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accad and Pekeris</td>
<td>M2,S2</td>
<td>2°</td>
<td>mercator</td>
<td>modified Proudman condition using ramp shaped shelf edge</td>
<td>M2 = 2.55 estimate loading terms with 0.085</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1978]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: Summary of Global Ocean Tidal Models since 1972
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